Hubble Space Telescope (HST) WFPC2 archival images obtained years prior to the explosion of the Type II-plateau supernova (SN) 2001du in NGC 1365 previously have been analyzed to isolate the progenitor star. The SN site was located using precise astrometry applied to the HST images, with significant uncertainty, leaving three possible progenitor candidates. Images of the fading SN have recently become publicly available in the HST archive, allowing us to pinpoint the SN's exact location on the pre-explosion images. We show that the SN occurred in very close proximity to one of the blue candidate stars, but we argue that this star is not the actual progenitor. Instead, the progenitor was not detected on the pre-SN images, and we constrain the progenitor's mass to be less than 13 +7 −4 M ⊙ . This is consistent with previous constraints on the progenitor masses of other Type II-plateau supernovae (SNe), suggesting that such SNe arise from the iron core collapse of massive stars at the lower extreme of the possible mass range.
F439W, F555W, F675W, and F814W, as well as shorter exposures in F336W, F555W, and F814W. The available HST data are summarized in Table 1 , with total exposure times given for each band.
In Van Dyk et al. (2003) We initially used the routine HSTphot (Dolphin 2000a,b) to obtain photometry of the objects imaged on the PC chip. HSTphot automatically accounts for WFPC2 point-spread function (PSF) variations and charge-transfer effects across the chips, zeropoints, aperture corrections, etc., and can return as output magnitudes transformed from the HST flight system to standard Johnson-Cousins bands. Van Dyk et al. (2003) discuss the similarity in the results from HSTphot, compared with those from the packages DoPHOT (Schechter, Mateo, & Saha 1993) and DAOPHOT/ALLSTAR (Stetson 1987 (Stetson , 1992 Table 2 .
In Figure 3 HST observations (∼94 days since discovery).
Discussion
In Van Dyk et al. (2003) we had isolated three faint objects, A-C, detected and determined to be stellar by HSTphot, within the error circle around the SN position.
Stars A and B, to the south and west, respectively, are both blue, with m F555W (∼V ) = 24.30±0.21 mag and 25.02±0.32 mag, respectively, and no detections at F814W (∼I).
(Blue, here, is relative, and includes stars with roughly early G spectral type or earlier, based on the detection limits; see below.) Star C, to the east, is relatively red, with V = 24.44±0.23 and V − I = 1.03±0.30 mag. We had assumed that, since SN 2001du is of Type II-P, the most plausible of the three candidates is the redder star. However, that was argued to be still unlikely, based on the assumed luminosity and color of Star C.
We have used the late-time SN images, specifically the V image, and attempted to match them up with the pre-SN images. We have done this by using the task geotran in IRAF to transform both the late-time SN images to the pre-SN images and vice versa. We (E. Cappellaro, private communication). Thus, it is more likely, as we previously had suspected (Van Dyk et al. 2003) , that the progenitor simply is not detected in the pre-SN images.
We can use the detection limits of both the F555W and F814W pre-SN images to constrain the nature of the progenitor. We do this by inferring limits on the luminosity and, therefore, the mass from the limits on the star's apparent magnitude. These HSTphot detection limits in the SN environment are m F555W > 25.19 and m F814W > 24.25 mag.
Before converting into absolute magnitude, we must first assess the amount of extinction to the SN. In Van Dyk et al. (2003) we attempted to use stars in the environment to estimate the reddening. The Galactic extinction toward NGC 1365 is A V = 0.07 mag (Schlegel, Finkbeiner, & Davis 1998; and NED 6 ). We had found that stars in the larger SN environment implied larger amounts of extinction, A V ≈ 2.5 mag. (Unfortunately, although the post-SN images are deeper than the pre-SN ones, the SN is far too bright, and its image is spread over too many surrounding pixels, to perform a more thorough study of the environment.)
Using the light curve in Figure 3 we can actually derive more specific information about the possible reddening toward the SN from the SN itself (which is information that was not available to us previously). The HST photometry of the SN on November 26 is about 94 days after discovery, i.e., near the end of the light-curve plateau, where we can still accurately estimate the SN's color temperature (e.g., Hamuy et al. 2001) . These colors are B − V = 1.42 and V − I = 0.91 mag. For comparison, the colors of the very well-studied Type II-P SN 1999em at the same age (about 95 days after discovery) are B − V = 1.47
and V − I = 0.89 mag (Leonard et al. 2002a ). Leonard et al. and Hamuy et al. (2001) conclude that SN 1999em is reddened by E(B − V ) = 0.10 mag. Since B − V is affected by line blanketing in the B band (e.g., Hamuy et al. 2001 ), the slight difference in B − V could be due to differences in metallicity between the two SNe, which might affect this color. Also, the slightly redder V − I color of SN 2001du may imply that this SN is slightly more reddened (by ∼ 0.02 mag) than SN 1999em. However, we consider these differences in color between the two SNe to be small and likely within the uncertainties in the colors, so The luminosity limits at each band in Figure 4 show that the pre-SN images are not sensitive to the bluest high-mass supergiants, so we cannot be absolutely sure that such a star is not the progenitor. If we exclude this possibility, the V band sets an upper limit to the progenitor mass of ∼ 13 M ⊙ , although this ranges upward to as high as ∼ 20 M ⊙ .
The I-band is more sensitive to less massive red supergiants, ranging downward to ∼ 9 M ⊙ .
These results from Figure 4 are roughly consistent with what we showed in Figure 22 of Van Dyk et al. (2003) . We therefore estimate that the upper mass limit for the SN 2001du progenitor is 13
This limit is consistent with the limit Leonard et al. (2002b) find for SN II-P 1999gi
(15
+5
−3 M ⊙ ) and the ∼ 17 M ⊙ limit one finds for SN 1999em, if the distance to the SN 1999em host is assumed to be the Cepheid distance (Leonard et al., in preparation) . Low masses for the progenitors of SNe II-P, relative to that indicated for SNe II-L (linear) and SNe IIn (narrow), are also inferred from their optical properties (e.g., Schlegel 1996; Filippenko 1997; Chugai & Utrobin 2000) and suggested by the inferred paucity of circumstellar matter from radio and X-ray observations (e.g., Weiler et al. 1989; Schlegel 2001; Pooley et al. 2002) .
Conclusions
Comparing HST archival WFPC2 images obtained of the Type II-P SN 2001du in NGC 1365 at late times with images obtained before explosion, we have located the position of the SN progenitor star to within 1 WF chip pixel of the candidate Star B identified by Van Dyk et al. (2003) . This star, however, is more than likely not the progenitor. We use the detection limits of the pre-SN F555W and F814W images to place constraints on the progenitor's nature; specifically, M ∼ < 13 b The value in brackets for each entry in this row is the adopted flight system magnitude, derived from either HSTphot, DAOPHOT, or both. The SN profile is saturated in this image. 
